Earlier studies1' 2 of electron spin resonance of free radicals produced by ionizing irradiations in proteins revealed two characteristic patterns which occur for many different kinds of proteins at room temperatures, usually separately but sometimes in combination. One of these patterns is a doublet like that observed for irradiated acetylglycine, glycylglycine, and certain other peptides.1' 3 This doublet arises from the interaction of the electron spin density with the nuclear moment of a single proton. Originally it was suggested1 that the proton giving rise to this interaction was possibly a proton involved in one of the hydrogen bridges. Later work in this laboratory showed that this could not be true. First, the orientation-dependence of the doublet spacing found for silk strands2 did not correspond to that expected from the known directions of the hydrogen bridges in silk. Second, substitution of deuterium4 for the bridging NH hydrogens in the proteins and simple peptides did not alter the characteristic doublet patterns. Furthermore, studies on a number of dipeptides in the powdered form' and the measurement and detailed analysis of the resonances in single crystals of alanine5 and the dipeptides acetylglycine6 and glycylglycine7 have all indicated that the doublet must arise from a proton of the CH group within the free radical. The theoretical prediction of negative electron spin densities by McConnell and Chesnut8 and the finding by Miyagawa and Gordy5 that the isotropic Fermi contact coupling A, and the dipole-dipole interaction A4 are of opposite sign in the CH group of the free radical of irradiated alanine have made possible the present interpretation of the orientation-dependence of the proton doublet in silk on the basis of its arising from a CH proton.
Earlier studies1' 2 of electron spin resonance of free radicals produced by ionizing irradiations in proteins revealed two characteristic patterns which occur for many different kinds of proteins at room temperatures, usually separately but sometimes in combination. One of these patterns is a doublet like that observed for irradiated acetylglycine, glycylglycine, and certain other peptides.1' 3 This doublet arises from the interaction of the electron spin density with the nuclear moment of a single proton. Originally it was suggested1 that the proton giving rise to this interaction was possibly a proton involved in one of the hydrogen bridges. Later work in this laboratory showed that this could not be true. First, the orientation-dependence of the doublet spacing found for silk strands2 did not correspond to that expected from the known directions of the hydrogen bridges in silk. Second, substitution of deuterium4 for the bridging NH hydrogens in the proteins and simple peptides did not alter the characteristic doublet patterns. Furthermore, studies on a number of dipeptides in the powdered form' and the measurement and detailed analysis of the resonances in single crystals of alanine5 and the dipeptides acetylglycine6 and glycylglycine7 have all indicated that the doublet must arise from a proton of the CH group within the free radical. The theoretical prediction of negative electron spin densities by McConnell and Chesnut8 and the finding by Miyagawa and Gordy5 that the isotropic Fermi contact coupling A, and the dipole-dipole interaction A4 are of opposite sign in the CH group of the free radical of irradiated alanine have made possible the present interpretation of the orientation-dependence of the proton doublet in silk on the basis of its arising from a CH proton.
Analysis of the Electron Spin Resonance of Irradiated Silk.-The measurements2 of the electron spin resonance of silk strands as a function of the orientation in the static magnetic field revealed a doublet of 26 gauss separation for the silk strands parallel to the field and an incompletely resolved doublet of 13 gauss separation for the strands perpendicular to the field. The resonance was found to be axially symmetric about the silk strands, as would be expected since the various groups of the twisted strands have random orientations about the axis of the strand. However, the components of the doublets are noticeably broader for the perpendicular than for the parallel orientation. This suggests that the axial symmetry of the resonance arises from the random orientation of the free radicals in the perpendicular plane rather than from symmetry axes of the individual free radicals. The measurements were made at three widely differing frequencies: 2.9 kMc/sec, 9 kMc/sec, and 24 kMc/sec. The doublet spacing was found to be independent of frequency. The component widths were measurably broader at the higher frequency, and this broadening was more noticeable for the perpendicular than for the parallel orientation.
We have found it possible to account for all these observed features on the assumption of the free radical Figure 1 shows a comparison of the calculated and observed patterns for the parallel and perpendicular orientations of y-irradiated silk strands observed at 2.9 kMc/sec. The calculations assume: (1) Figure 2 . With these conditions the spin density is mainly in a p orbital of the CH carbon, the axis of which is perpendicular both to the silk strands and to the CH bond. These orientations are shown in Figure 3 , where the x axis is chosen along the p orbital, the z axis along the CH bond, and the y axis perpendicular both to the CH bond and the p orbital. It is seen that the y axis thus chosen is in the NCHC plane and in the direction of the silk strands (as indicated in Fig. 2 Because of the large value of A, one is justified in assuming that the proton moment, as well as the electron spin vector, precesses about the direction of the applied field, i.e., that the strong field case applies. If the simplifying assumption is made that the electron spin density p can be considered as concentrated at a point at a distance r from the proton, the anisotropic dipole-dipole coupling would be given by the well known Paschen-Back formula,
r3 where 0 is the angle between r and the applied magnetic field, ,us = gf3S is the electron spin magnetic moment, and lu, = yI is the proton magnetic moment for a spacefixed direction. If we assume that the spin density is concentrated at the center of the C, or on the z axis, the direction of r would be identical with that of the bond axis, and 8 would be the angle between the CH bond axis and the applied field. However, the spin density of an electron in a p orbital is distributed considerably off the bond axis, as is indicated roughly in the diagram of Figure 3a . To obtain a sufficiently accurate evaluation of the dipole-dipole term one must average the quantity expressed by equation (1) over the orbital 1,6 of the electron. Thus A = (
where the integral is taken over the coordinates of the wr irbital and 4,#, are the normalized wave functions for the orbital of the unpaired electron. Usually a molecular orbital is assumed to be represented by a linear combination of atomic orbitals. Because of the inverse cube variation with r, the contribution of the spin density on atoms other than the carbon can be neglected. (The s orbital density on the interacting proton gives rise to no anisotropic component.) Since we are here assuming the carbon spin density to be pure p, we have
where PC represents the spin density on the carbon and 4i, is the normalized 2p, wave function of carbon, with the coordinates chosen as in Figure 3 . This integral has been calculated for a >CH by McConnell and Strathdee10 for the applied field along the principal axes, x, y, and z and with the assumption of Slater-type wave functions for sVp. The values they obtain for elements of A,. when PC = 1 are, in gauss: (A,,), = -1.6,(A,)1 = -13.8, and (A,,), +15.4 for the magnetic field along the x, y, and zaxes as chosen in Figure 3 . The isotropic coupling can be taken as that for the free methyl radical,11 which has been measured in various media from 23 to 25 gauss. With the higher value and with the relation, PC = A,- (4) (A f)pc = 1 the value Pc = 0.68 is obtained for the electron spin density on the CH carbon. We accordingly reduce the above theoretical values by this factor and obtain, in gauss, (A,,), = -1.1, (A,,)1 = -9.4, and (A,,), = +10.5. With A, = -17 gauss these give the principal values of the proton coupling A to be: Ax = -18 gauss (l to silk strands and I to NCHC plane) At, = -26 gauss (along the strands, in NCHC plane and I to CH bond) A, = -7 gauss (l to strands and along CH bond).
The above values of A,,, A., and A, were used in the following manner to calculate the theoretical patterns in Figure 1 . For the orientation of the silk strands parallel to the static magnetic field, two first-derivative curves were simply added with separation of 26 gauss corresponding to the value of A. and with the width and shape chosen to give best agreement with the observed curve. The procedure followed for the orientation of the strands perpendicular to the static field was somewhat more involved because of the random orientation of the >OH in the perpendicular Because of the random orientation of the free radical in the x-z plane, the relative weight or intensity of absorption for a given angle 0 will be inversely proportional to the rate of change of A0 with 0:
Rel. lit. ?A/0-(2-A2 i0cs0 (6) bAolbO (AZ-A2 sin co At 10-degree intervals of 0 between 0 and 7r, the values of A were obtained from equation 5, and the corresponding relative intensities from equation 6. At the doublet splittings corresponding to different values of A0, first derivative curves were plotted with calculated relative intensities from equation 6 and with the shape and width of the curves for the parallel case. The various curves were then added to give a single curve, the intensity of which was normalized to agree approximately with that of the observed first derivative of the observed resonance for the perpendicular orientation of the silk strands in the magnetic field.
The good agreement of the calculated with the observed curves in Figure 1 gives experimental verification of values of the principal elements of the nuclear coupling A and substantiates the model of the free radical for which they were derived. Good agreement is obtained between the values derived for silk with those for acetylglycine. (See Table 1 .)
Additional confirmation for the proposed model of the free radical is obtained from the spectroscopic splitting factor. Good agreement is found between the observed g factors for silk and those for the single crystal of acetylglycine.6 Presumably because of the effects of the dissimilar atoms N and C which are bonded to the CH carbon, the principal elements of g in the NCHC plane in acetylglycine were not found to be in the same direction as those of the nuclear coupling element. doublet for the perpendicular and the parallel orientations obtained by a tuning of the amplifier at twice the modulation frequency so that the second derivative of the actual resonance contour is detected. The peak in the second derivative curve comes at the same place as the peak absorption of the actual resonance, whereas positive and negative peaks occur approximately at the half-power points for the first derivative as used in Figure 1 . The peak to the right in Figure 4 represents one component of the doublet, while the somewhat higher peak to the left represents the other component with some of the cysteine-like resonance superimposed. It is evident that the component to the right is slightly broader and somewhat closer to the other component for the perpendicular than for the parallel orientation. The measured separations of the components are 18 gauss for the perpendicular and 23 gauss for the parallel orientation.
The observed features of the doublet resonance for feather quill are in complete agreement, with the free radical found for silk, as shown in Figure 3 , if it is assumed that the NCHC plane of the radical is oriented as expected from the a-helix with 3.7 residue per turn, from Pauling et al. 12 A section of this helix is shown in Figure  5 with the y and x coordinates of the free radical indicated as in Figure 3 . It is seen that the y coordinate is tilted about 340 from the axis of the helix. We assume that the free radical giving the doublet in feather quill is the same as that in silk, but is differently oriented. We also assume that the axis of the 3.7 residue a-helix is directed approximately along the axis of the feather quill. The y axis with tA, = 26 gauss will then be tilted approximately 340 from the quill axis. The x-z plane will also be tilted 340 from the plane perpendicular to the quill axis. This will cause the broadening by the anisotropy of g in the x-z plane to be less pronounced for the perpendicular orientation and will lead to some broadening for the parallel orientation of the quill axis in the field. For simplicity, we neglect the extra broadening caused by the anisotropy of the coupling and simply use for the A, and A, the averaged value of 13 gauss obtained for the x-z plane in silk. In these equations 0 represents the angle between the y axis of the free radical and the axis of the feather quill which is assumed to be 340 (see Fig. 5 ). These values are in complete agreement with the observations. The calculation neglects the effects of anisotropy in g, which are relatively small in comparison with the anisotropy in the coupling. The g value which we obtained for the feather quill axis along the field is 2.0033 ± 0.0004, and that with the quill perpendicular to the field is 2.0034 + 0.0004. These values are within the range of those expected for the proposed free radical.
With is assumed that the axis of the helix is along that of the quill. Pauling and Corey'3 indicate that it seems not unlikely that the polypeptide chains in horn, nail, quill, and other proteins that give the a-keratin X-ray pattern have the 3.7 residue ahelix configuration. In essence, they propose'4 that chicken feather rachis keratin is comprised of double layers of a-helixes tucked away in pleated sheets. In contrast to the orientation dependence of the silk-like doublet of feather quill, no significant changes with orientation were noted in the cysteine-like resonance despite the large anisotropy in the g factor and the corresponding sensitive dependence of the position of the resonance upon orientation for single crystals of cystine. We conclude that the C-S or S-S groups in chicken feather quill have essentially isotropic orientations. A similar result was observed for hair.
Principal Sites of Radiation Damage in Proteins.-We now know two principal sites of radiation damage to proteins. One is the a-carbon in the polypeptide backbone, and the other is the sulfur atom of a side chain of a cysteine or cystine residue. These are two critical and well defined sites. Usually the sulfur in fibrous proteins forms an SS bridge, either between different points of a polypeptide chain or between adjacent chains. The a-carbon is at the bend point in the coiled protein molecule, as is evident from the cross section of the a-and zy-helixes in Figure 7 . Thus the danger points are at the corners and the bridges. We shall refer to these two sites as the peptide free radical and the sulfur side-arm free radical.
The peptide free radical most probably forms at a glycine residue. Although an R group (where R 5 H) of the -CHR-group could be lost to form the peptide radical, it seems much more probable that an H would be lost. Superficially, the loss of an H from the -CHR-would seem as likely, or almost as likely, as the loss of an H from the -CH2--in the peptide chain. However, this definitely does not seem to be true. We see no evidence for proton hyperfine structure of the -NCRC-free radical where R $ H. One quarter of the residue in silk are alanine, and one third are glycine. If the -NCH3C-free radical were formed by the loss of the H from the alanine residue in the same proportion as from the glycine residue, one would expect to find a relatively strong quartet from the CH3 proton interaction superimposed upon the doublet of the -NCHC-radical. Such a quartet is found, in fact, for irradiated chloroacetyl alanine, where the radical is thought to be of the form -NCH3C-, but not in the proteins. In the more complex R-group structure the fA-carbon usually has two hydrogens from which a triplet hyperfine structure would be expected for the -NCRC-radical. No glycine residue is listed by Tristram'5 for feather keratin, in seeming contradiction of the conclusionthatthe doubletresonance ismost probably formedfromthe glycine residue. However, in his table he accounts for only 76 per cent of the residue of feather keratin. Furthermore, the doublet resonance in feather quill is much weaker than the cysteine-like resonance.
From extensive comparisons made in this laboratory3 16 of radiation damage to sulfur compounds and from measurements on single crystals'6' 1 ' on some of them including cystine, it has been established that the unpaired spin density in the cysteine-like resonance is concentrated on the sulfur. The form of the free radical is most probably RCH2S, which would be produced by the loss of the SH proton why the spin density on the CH carbon (the a-carbon) is reduced to approximately 70 per cent of its full value, Pc = 1, on the -NCHC-radical. One would expect part of the spin density of the unpaired electron to be on the adjacent N and onthe CO oxygen. The unpaired electron, strictly speaking, is not in a p orbital ofcarbonbutin a r bonding orbital perpendicular to the NCHC plane to which the 2p2 orbital of the carbon contributes about 70 per cent of the spin density. The electronic structure of the free radical can be qualitatively described through postulating contributions from structures II and III, in addition to those of the primary structure I, to the ground state of the free radical. H :0: H :0: H :0:
Because it puts a positive charge on the electronegative atom N, structure III would not be nearly so important as structure II, but it might have some significance. From the N14 broadening of the acetylglycine resonance the spin density is estimated6 to be PN = 0.06. There are, of course, symmetry requirements for the effective scrambling of such structures. The largest contribution from structure II will occur when the CO and CH groups are in the same plane. The contribution from structure II should be insignificant when the CO and CH groups are orthogonal. Likewise, the largest contribution from structure III should occur when the NH and CH groups are in the same plane, and no significant contribution from III will occur when the NH and CH groups are orthogonal. The most complete scrambling of all these structures will occur-the so-called resonance energy will be greatest-when all the atoms shown in the diagram fall in a common plane.
The ir orbital of the unpaired electron may be described as a linear combination of atomic 2p, orbitals or x components of orbitals which are perpendicular to this plane (the y-z plane of Fig. 3 The electron spin resonance studies reveal a new significance for the structural arrangement in the coiled proteins. Because of the symmetry requirements for 7r bonding by the unpaired electron, already discussed, it is evident that the peptide free radical will have a lower energy and hence a higher probability of being formed when the adjacent planar peptide group on either side of the a-carbon is in the same plane as the NC(a)C group, and particularly when the adjacent C=O group and the C-H group of the resulting free radical are in the same plane. For this reason the probability of formation of such a free radical would be higher in silk than in a protein having the -y-helix structure. In the -y-helix the two adjacent peptide groups are orthogonal to the NC(a)C plane. In the a-helix the arrangement is intermediate; the NC(a)C group is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the plane of the adjacent peptide groups.
Probably this structural effect is largely responsible for the interesting observation by the Russian scientists, Blumenfeld and Kalmanson,18 that the doublet resonance in certain proteins is only observed, or is observed to be much stronger, when the protein is denatured. However, our observation of the specificallyoriented free radical in the natural silk and in chicken feather quill certainly seems to prove that denaturation is not necessary for observation of the doublet in some proteins. Denaturation might be required for observation of a strong doublet resonance in native proteins which are coiled in such a manner that the CO group is normal to, or almost normal to, the NC(a)C plane.
The structural arrangement required for strong w bonding of the odd electron in the resulting free radical would help to explain why the peptide chain free radical appears to be formed at the glycine residue, i.e., that an H is lost from a -CH2-rather than from a -CHR-group where R # H. When an H is lost from the -CH,-, the remaining -CH-group can more easily assume the planar structure for the -HCHC-group than can the corresponding -NC(a)C(,3)C-group of the -NCRC-radical.
In the accompanying paper it is shown that temperature or molecular motions significantly influence the movement of electron holes or vacancies within proteins. The present work reveals that structural arrangement or nature of coiling should do likewise. If the relative orientations of the peptide groups are so favorable that a proton is quickly lost from an a-carbon, the hole migration must quickly cease since the electron spin density becomes trapped at the a-carbon. Conversely, the
